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Displays the board a bowling ball travels
across instantly
Placed at arrows and breakpoint for
maximum target practice
Rental - $10 per session

Helps define a bowlers starting point
Helps bowlers to see the laydown point
Helps keep the swing path in-line with the
target path
Helps keep the head stable throughout the
approach
Shows how the target changes if a bowler
drifts left or right
Rental - $10 per session

One of the most difficult things for a bowler to
do is visualize the ball path from the foul line
to the breakpoint.  From entry level bowlers to
the most advanced, the Torch allows bowlers
to see the initial path of the bowling ball like no
other product before.

MONDAY-FRIDAY
4:00 PM - 8:00 PM

SATURDAY
OPEN DURING JUNIOR 

BOWLING LEAGUE

OR BY APPOINTMENT
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Full Detox $20 per bowling ball
$1 per minute, per bowling ball

UltraSonic Ball Cleaner
UltraSonic Cleaning is the worldwide standard
for cleaning many types of objects, including
jewelry, surgical instruments, motor parts, golf
clubs, and plastics. Now Jayhawk is proud to
introduce this technology to Bowling Balls.The
Detox is the next generation of bowling ball
de-oiling and cleaning. It uses ultra-sonic
technology to penetrate the cover for the
ultimate de-oiling process.

$10 per bowling ball

Revivor
Our Revivor Oil Extraction Device  removes
absorbed lane oil by applying digitally
controlled heat in an even and consistent
pattern. As the warm air is circulated
throughout the chamber the ball(s) continually
roll over sorbent pads, removing any oil as it is
brought to the ball's surface. Our process is
effective enough to bring a ball very close to
"out-of-the-box" condition, doing so in less
than one hour.
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